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PREFACE

Several information systems have been developed at RCnD
and these have involved extensive operator interaction to
extract the maximum information from the systems. Each of these
systems used a different scheme for operator interaction. Thus,
the Kamini Process Infoj.-mation System uses an ISC8001R colour
graphics terminal to display information as trend and history
curves, bar graphs and tables. The Channel Temperature
Monitoring systems at MAPP, NAPP and KAPP use a VT-100 terminal
with keyed in commands - these display information as arrays in
scroll mode or as core matrix in paged mode. The Programmable
Digital Comparator at KAPP uses a VT-100 terminal in ANSI paged
mode operation with base line menu - it displays information as
tables. The first version of the Digital Recording System used
a paged menu based scheme on PC/XT using CGA - it displayed
information as history and trend curves.

It was felt that a single general purpose package could
be developed for use with any system to obviate the necessity
to develop new software for each project. Such a composite
package has now been developed for use on PC/AT with EGA/VGA.
This permits information to be displayed in various formats and
also printed and plotted for subsequent use, thus integrating
all the features of the earlier systems including the operator
interaction scheme.

The package is now being incorporated in Channel
Temperature Monitoring systems and Digital Disturbance
Recording systems for nuclear power plants.

The authors express their gratitude to Shri A. Kakodkar,
Director, Reactor Design and Development Group for his
encouragement during development of this software.

The authors are grateful to Shri G. Govindarajan, Head,
Reactor Control Division for guidance and encouragement during
the course of development of this software.

The authors also thank Shri Ch. Surendar, Director (Engg.)
NPC500MWe and Shri K. Natarajan, Chief Engineer (C and I), NPC
for entrusting us with several projects and providing us the
opportunity to develop this software.

The authors thank Shri S.D. Dhod^pkar, Shri G. Ganesh,
Smt. Anuradha Mayya, Smt. Alka S. Chachondia and Shri A. K.
Bhattacharjee for several useful discussions on this software
package.
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1. MAN MACHINE INTERACTION

The high complexity of nuclear power plants necessitates

monitoring a large number of process parameters. Control rooms

in our nuclear power plants presently display information using

conventional panel instrumentation e.g. meters, lamps and

recorders. Each sensor installed in the field is normally

connected directly to its corresponding value indicator on the

control panels. The total information of the plant is thus

distributed over several panels occupying a large area making

it difficult for an operator to maintain a complete overview of

the process. This has led to an extensive use of computer based

information displays with information presented on

alphanumeric/graphic screens, printers and plotters. Such

flexible display methods present information to the operator in

easily comprehensible forms, permitting him to respond

efficiently to any demands from the process.

The use of computerized display of information requires

development of man machine interaction so that the computer

system presents a clean, "well organised and easily manageable

picture of the process to a human operator. Since the operator

of a computer based process information system is seldom a

computer expert the man machine interaction must be elegant and

user friendly.

Man machine interaction (MMI) in computer based

information systems is implemented as front end software

linking the system operator and the process being monitored.

This piece of software acts as a window between the operator

and the process data acquired by the computer system. The major

task of such a software package thus is to obtain plant data

and present it on demand as compact, systemwise organized

information to the operator. The package must also have the

flexibility to present information in graphic or textual form

and as soft or hard copy.



1.1. MMI Design Considerations

The design of a scheme for man machine interaction has a

tremendous impact on the usability of a system because the time

and effort an operator has to spend to get familiarized with it

depends on how user friendly an environment the system offers

for its operation. This is particularly true in the case of a

computer based system having a CRT and a keyboard as its

channel of communication with the operator.

Several issues have to be considered to design a user

friendly MMI package for operator requests as well as

information presentation. Firstly, the package must present a

well defined domain of inputs that the system can accept from

the operator. The commands to enter such inputs must be

unambiguous, meaningful, and non-cryptic. The package must have

a well organised structure of commands, with commands grouped

logically so that the operator can quickly recollect a desired

command. It should require minimal operator effort to invoke a

command, for example, by using minimum key strokes. Any errors

made by the operator should be corrected whereever possible

using logical defaults. Secondly, the package should provide

adequate help features for navigational guidance to the

operator. Thirdly, the data display formats must be selected

such that these bear some meaningful correlation with the

process. Thus, for example, channel parameters for a nuclear

power plant are best presented as a core matrix giving a clear

visual picture to the operator. Finally, the system must

respond fast to any operator requests and any delays must be

intimated.

It is inevitable that operational use generates feedback

for improvement. The package must be designed flexible enough

to accommodate these modifications.

1.2. MMI Software Package

Two major aspects of man machine interaction in a



computerized information display system are handling operator

requests and presenting information in response to such

requests. The presentation of information can be as a display

(on CRT terminals or graphic monitors) and as hardcopy on

printers or plotters.

1.2.1. Operator Requests

There are two distinct approaches for designing an

operator interface, command line interpretation and menu driven

interface. In the first approach, the operator types in the

full command, and the MMI package then parses it and responds

to it. In the second approach, the package offers the user a

choice from among all its capabilities and the user has to

select the desired one. The second approach obviously has

several advantages; it is user friendly, less prone to operator

errors, provides a fast response, and is very flexible for

modifications. It does have some drawbacks too, as it leads to

bulky software, consumes high run-time memory and needs

powerful debugger facility during development. (For a more

detailed discussion see Ref. 1).

The menu driven interaction can be implemented in several

ways. It can have a horizontal bar menu with pull down

overlapping windows and scroll bar for selecting the option, or

it can be distributed across several pages.

The scheme adopted in the MMI package described in this

report uses tree structured pull down window based menus. In

this scheme the screen is used as multiple sheets of paper one

over the other. It uses sophisticated concepts like overlapping

windows, scroll bars, dialogue boxes, information boxes,

prompts and help windows. The package allows the operator to

select the desired mode of display/hardcopy and also to

configure the system for specifications of signals, site of

data collection, grouping of signals into logical sets etc.



1.2.2. Data Presentation

The data requested by an operator can he displayed, sent

to hardcopy devices or recorded for later recall.

The MMI package developed, preseuts data on the colour

monitor screen using one of five different formats. Trend

curves provide a graphical trend of scanned signals in real

time. Tabular displays of discrete data enable an operator to

read off exact values without the accuracy and readability

problems associated with (analog) meters. Bar graph displays

provide a clear indication of margin to set points. History

curves provide graphical trend of archival da.ta. Core matrix-

displays provide a visually attractive means of indicating

channel parameters.

Trend and history curves are presented for upto four

signals at a time. The table and bar graph forms of displays

are related in that all signals are grouped (22 in number) such

that their values can be displayed as tables or bar graph by

specifying the group number. A table displays all 22 signals

together but a bar graph displays all 22'signals only if these

are all similar, else it splits the group into two. Core matrix

displays are presented as half core for numeric values and full

core for graphic forms.

Each of these display forms use a oojisistent layout (i.e.

system banner line, display area and help lines) for

presentation of information; these • also exploit the

availability of multiple colours in a judicious and consistent

manner.

In addition to the main menu, considerable flexiblity is

provided within each- display form for manipulation without

having to return to the main menu. Thus several options are

selectable using single function key operations with help

provided on a local bottom line menu. These function key

operations are listed in Table 1. As may be observed a
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particular function key is associated with the same operation,

if relevant, in each display mode. In addition, hot key

operations are provided to enable an operator to call directly

any particular display mode on screen (with default parameters)

from any operating domain in the system. All keys other than

those indicated in the help menus are ineffective.

For hardcopy, graphical curves of process parameter

values from archival data can be drawn on a multipen plotter.

In addition, numeric trend of process parameters with real time

values or archival values are provided on a printer.

The system uses a high capacity hard disk to continuously

store the acquired signal data and a floppy disk to store

limited data in machine readable form for off-site/off-line

analysis (using most of the different formats mentioned above).

All the above features are described in greater details

in relevant chapters that follow.

1.3. Implementation of MMI Package

The MMI package has been implemented on a PC/AT (16 MHz

386SX/387SX processor), EGA colour monitor, an 80MB hard disk

drive, a 1.2MB floppy drive, a parallel printer and a multipen

plotter. The development has been fully carried out in 'C'

language using Turbo C compiler and Turbo debugger. The MMI

runs as one of the tasks in a Real Time Multitasking Executive.

(Ref. 2).

The package has been designed as a general purpose

software with a modular structure. Each display form (menu,

trend etc. plot etc.) has been implemented as an individual

module and it is possible to assemble only those modules which

are relevant to a given system.

The MMI software task obtains the process parameter

values from a data acquisition module, which is an independent



task running under the Executive. (This nodule may acquire data

directly from hardware or may acquire it from another computer

over a communication link.)

The MMI handles two types of data bases, static data base

and dynamic data base.

1.3.1. Static Data Base

The static data base normally remains unchanged when the

program is running. It is modified when the operator re-

configures the system. This data base contains all signal

details (identity, description, engineering units, engineering

conversion polynomials, and set point types (VL, L, H, VH) and

values), signal grouping for displays, and the site where the

unit is located.. All this information is also stored on the

hard disk and i;J copied to a floppy disk when a selected block

of signal data ;j.s transferred.

Signal details are encased into several structures as

follows.

struct si({;ital_spec {char signal_id [10];

char desc[32];

char units[10];

float process_range[2];}

'char signal_id' is the identification tag attached to each

signal, 'char desc' is a detailed description of the signal,

'char units' is the engineering unit of the signal, 'float

process_range* is the lower and higher range of the signal in

engineering units.

struct alarm_spec[MAX_ALARMS]

{char ala»-m_id;

' float set_point; )

'alarro_spec' is an array of structures which stores the alarm



set point information. The array consists of as many structures

as the number of alarms for that signal (limited to MAX_ALARMS,

presently 4). Each structure consists of 'char alarm_id' which

is a character indicating type of alarm - High, Very High, Low,

Very low. Irrational etc. and 'float set_pointf which is a

floating point number indicating alarm set point.

struct engg_conv_spec {

float f_par_array[];

int i_par_array[];

char type; J

'engg_conv_spec' stores information about the conversion

formula to be used for conversion of raw scan values into

engineering units, 'float f_par_array' is an array of floating

point numbers which are interpreted by the conversion routine

depending of the type of conversion. These may be polynomial

coefficients or constants to be used in a logarithmic or square

root function, 'int i_par_array' is an array storing integer

numbers which indicate whether this signal depends on any other

signal, 'char type' is a character indicating type of

conversion needed- Polynomial, Square root, Reciprocal,

Logarithmic etc.

Site name is a character array of maximum 10 characters.

The static data base also consists of group information.

The signals in the system can be grouped together by subsystem,

function, characteristic, or, location and can be viewed as a

group in table or bargraph display. The configuration of groups

is stored as follows

char sig_group_str[MAX_GROUPS][14] array stores the names of

all the groups that are defined in the system, struct

display_tab stores information about the signals in various

groups and consists of 'sig_type' indicating whether the

signals are similar or dissimilar and 'sig_nos'[MAX_BARS] (an

array of integers which stores the serial numbers of the



signals contained in this group).

1.3.2. Dynamic Data Base

This is data which gets updated at regular intervals when

the system is running. It consists of the process parameter

values at current scan time, the status of the parameters and

the time tag attached to the parameter table.

The dynamic data base in this MM I is contained in the

following structure

struct sig_cur_val {

- long seconds - seconds of the time tag

- int msec - milliseconds of the time tag

- float signal_val[MAXSIGNALS] - process parameters in

floating point values in engg. units. It is an array of

MAXSIGNALS elements which is the total number of signals in the

system.

- char signal_stat[MAXSIGNALS] - status of the signals

viz. Normal, High Alarm, V. High Alarm and so on.



2. MENU MODULE

The menu allows the operator to select the desired mode

of display/hardcopy and also to configure the system for

specifications of signals, site of data collection, grouping

of signals into logical sets etc. The menu package has been

implemented using tree structured pull down windows. The root

level of menu is displayed as four options in a horizontal bar

on the top menu line; the remaining levels are displayed as

vertical windows. Each of these next level menu windows is

displayed such that the selected option in the parent menu is

visible even when an additional window is drawn.

Several types of colour coded windows are defined in the

package. The menu window allows the operator to select the next

level. The select window allows the operator to select one of

many available parameters. Prompt windows, used to obtain

operator inputs, are displayed for each select window and these

are also displayed just below the current option. When a prompt

window is displayed a corresponding help window is also

displayed just below it. The information window which displays

the default parameters for the currently selected display

option, is drawn in a prominent location on the screen without

overlapping any of the currently displayed windows. The select

window, prompt window, information window and help window are

appropriately titled for clarity. Any operator entry error

(possible only in prompt window entry) causes an error message

window to be displayed prominently to attract immediate

attention. When a prompt window or select window is put on for

operator input the corresponding entry in the information

window is displayed as flashing. When Execute option is

selected the entire menu area is cleared and then the selected

function is called.

The menu uses the display screen in text mode using 22

lines out of 25 leaving one line on top and two lines at the

bottom. The top line is reserved for displaying system banner

10



in the centre with site name at left and calendar with running

clock at right. The bottom lines are reserved for system error

messages, process data acquisition status, and help text if

applicable.

2.1. Operator Interaction

At the top level menu, horizontal cursor movement keys

allow selection of option and pressing ENTER actually activates

the currently selected option. An option can also be activated

by pressing the key corresponding to its highlighted letter.

In submenus the vertical cursor movement keys are

similarly used to select an option and pressing ENTER key

activates it. An option can also be activated by pressing the

key corresponding to its highlighted letter. Pressing

horizontal cursor movement keys deselects the current sub menu

and selects the next option in the top level menu. Pressing ESC

key reverts control to parent menu without any action.

The relevant selection list is shown in a select window

(partially, if space is t. ot enough.) The vertical and

horizontal cursor movement keys are used for selection and

during partial display, PgUp and PgDn keys display

next/previous page of items. In some select windows e.g.

selecting signals for trend/history etc. pressing del key

removes the signal from the information window thus deselecting

it for the purpose of data display. Pressing Enter selects that

particular item. Selecting an item from the select window

automatically removes the select window if another item from

the same list is not to be selected. In some cases some

alphanumeric keys are also active and help in a quick search.

Pressing ESC key reverts control to parent menu.

In a prompt window, the default parameter is already

present in the window with cursor at the end of the text; Enter

selects the default, cursor keys move the cursor onto the next

character, del key deletes the letter, Backspace key deletes

11



previous letter. If the first letter pressed by the operator is

other than the above, the display changes colour and the key

which is pressed is taken as first character of the input. The

Enter key is the last character of the input which is then

parsed, checked for rationality and if found valid the prompt

window is removed and corresponding parameter in the

information window is updated. If any error is found an error

window is displayed. Pressing ESC at any time will abort the

whole operation and revert to parent menu.

In an error window, pressing ESC key removes the error

window and control reverts to where the error occurred.

During password entry, all keys other than ESC are

accepted. Pressing ESC aborts the operation.

2.2. Menu Options

On system initialization, the menu appears on the monitor

screen with four options, Display, HardCopy, Transfer, and

Configure.

2.2.1. Display

The Display option enables display of process parameters

in different formats on the monitor screen. When this option is

activated it gives five second level options, Trend, Tables,

Bar Graphs, History, and Core Matrix.

When the Trend display option is activated an information

window showing current default parameters is displayed and the

next level of menu shows Signals, Frequency, and Execute. The

Signals option puts up a select window and allows the operator

to select signals from the list. When a signal is selected two

prompt windows are displayed one after another to allow the

operator to enter the lower and higher range for drawing the

trend curves. The operation is repeated for all the four

signals. The refresh frequency is selected through the second

12



option using a prompt window. Both these options also update

the information window. The Execute option initiates the trend

display module.

When the Tables display option is activated an

information window showing current parameters is displayed and

the next level of menu shows Signal group, Frequency, and

Execute. The first option puts up a select window and permits

the operator to enter a signal group from the list. The

refresh frequency is selected through the second option using a

prompt window. Both these options also update the information

window. The Execute option initiates the table display module.

When the Bar Graph display option is activated an

information window showing current parameters is displayed and

the next level of menu shows Signal group, Frequency, and

Execute. The first option puts up a select window and permits

the operator to enter a signal group from the list. The

refresh frequency is selected through the second option using a

prompt window. Both these options also update the information

w;ndow. The Execute option initiates the bar graph display

module.

When the History display option is activated (fig. 1) an

information window showing current parameters is displayed and

the next level of menu shows Signal type, Date/Time, Signals,

Window span, and Execute. The first option puts up a select

window and permits the operator to enter a signal type (Normal,

Disturbance, Fast) from the list. The second option allows the

operator to enter date and time pertaining to the required

history record through prompt windows. The signals option puts

a select window for selection of the signals. The contents of

the selection list depend on the signal type selected in the

first option. The Window span option selects the resolution of

graphic display through a prompt window. Since at a time one

hour of data is extracted from the disk for display, this

option decides whether the data is to be displayed in a single

screen with coarse resolution or across multiple windows with

13
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finer resolution. All the above options update the information

window. The Execute option initiates the history display

module.

When the Core Matrix display option is activated an

information window showing current parameters is displayed and

the next level of menu shows Display format, Parameter,

Condition, and Execute. The first option puts up a select

window and permits the operator to enter a format of display

(Numeric, Chromatic). The second option puts a select window

for selection of the parameter. The third option allows the

operator to enter required condition which must be applied to

the display through a select window the contents of which

depend on the display format selected. All the above options

update the information window. The Execute option initiates the

core matrix display module.

2.2.2. Hardcopy

The Hardcopy option allows the required parameters to be

printed or plotted. When this option is activated it gives

three second level options, History plot, History print, and

Trend print.

When the History plot option is activated an information

window showing current parameters is displayed and the next

level of menu shows Signal type, Date/Time, Signals, and

Execute. The first option puts up a select window and permits

the operator to enter a signal type from the list. The second

option allows the operator to enter date and time pertaining to

the required history record through prompt windows. The

signals option puts a select window for selection of the

signals. The contents of the selection list depend on the

signal type selected in the first option. All the above options

update the information window. The Execute option initiates the

History plot module.

When the History print option is activated an information

15



window showing current parameters is displayed and the next

level of menu shows Signal type, Date/Time, Signals, Interval,

Duration, and Execute. The first option puts up a select window

and permits the operator to enter a signal type from the list.

The second option allows the operator to enter date and time

pertaining to the required history record through prompt

windows. The signals option puts a select window for selection

of the signals. The contents of the selection list depend on

the signal type selected in the first option. The fourth and

fifth options allow the operator to enter interval between two

readings and total duration of the data block respectively

through prompt windows. All the above options update the

information window. The Execute option initiates the History

print module.

When the Trend print option is activated an information

window showing current parameters is displayed and the next

level of menu shows Signals, Frequency, and Execute. The

signals option puts up a select window for selection of the

signals. The refresh frequency is selected through the second

option using a prompt window. Both the above options update the

information window. The Execute option initiates the trend

print module.

2.2.3. Transfer

The Transfer option enables an operator to transfer a

block of archival data from hard disk to a floppy disk. When

this optic.i is activated an information window showing current

parameters is displayed and the next level of menu shows Signal

type, Date/Time, and Execute. The first option puts up a select

window and permits the operator to enter a signal type from

the list. The second option allows the operator to enter date

and time pertaining to the required history record through

prompt windows. Both the above options update the information

window. The Execute option initiates a data transfer module.
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2.2.4. Configure

The Configure option is used for configuring the system

parameters and the signal details. When this option is

activated the next level of menu shows three options, Signal

Details, Site Name, and Signal groups. The signal details

option allows the operator to configure the attributes of all

the signals in the system. The Site name option allows the

operator to enter the physical location of the system. The new

entry immediately updates the Site name on the screen. The

third option allows the operator to configure the signal

groups. When selected the second level of menu shows Add group,

Delete group, and Modify group. The first option allows adding

a new group in the system. The second option deletes a group

from the system. The third option allows the operator to add,

change or delete one or more signals from a group. These three

options when selected call group configuration routines.

2.3. Menu Software Implementation

The menu is organized as a tree structured arrangement of

commands grouped logically with the same types of commands

appearing as options at the- same node in the tree. Each branch

of the tree takes the operator to a deeper level of command

invocation and demands more inputs from the operator before

finally executing the command. The menu works on a state

machine. The state of the menu at any instant decides the

action to be taken at that time.

The most commonly used data structure in menu software is

a "window". A window is a screen entity which encapsulates

information both from visual display as well as logical points

of view. A window can be displayed at dynamically varying

locations on the screen, overlapped onto another window, and

can also be removed without disturbing other displays on the

screen. The window can be used either for flashing information

or help or can be used interactively by the operator for

communication with the menu system. The "windowborder" data
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structure stores general information about a window such as its

corner points, border colour, border type (single line, double

line etc.) and so on. The "state hash table" structure stores

addresses of the structures called state_info which in turn

store details about the action to be taken when the state is

triggered. The action can be putting a prompt window, updating

information window, flashing error message in an error window

or executing a command. The "state_info" structure consists of

entries necessary for action on current state e.g. pointers to

the desired window, the data to be updated, and so on.

The Menu program works on a state machine. As the menu

tree is traversed from top to bottom each new level attaches a

character to a string. This accumulated string is then passed

through a hash function to get address of the structure

state_info. The pointers to various windows are obtained from

this structure and used to display the selected window. The

operator input is parsed and the pointer to the parsing

function and the updated value are stored in the state_info

structure. This encapsulation of data has led to the main

program being implemented as code which traverses through this

state triggering mechanism in a loop.

Several software routines display windows and accept

operator input. The get_select_window_opt routine displays the

relevant select window, obtains operator input and returns it

into a data pointer passed to it. The get_op_inp routine

displayes a prompt window, accepts input typed in by the

operator, parses it suitably, performs rationality check and

updates the data. The update_info_window routine displays an

information window showing all the default parameters for a

particular display option and updates its relevant entries. The

put_info_hlp routine displays help for a prompt window.
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3. TREND DISPLAY

The trend display module gives on-line graphical

representation of the changes in the signal values. It uses the

real time scan values of the selected signals to draw curves on

the screen. The trend module displays all relevant information

about the signals like signal identification tags, signal units

and their scan values in engineering units.

The trend display is limited to a maximum of four signals

at a time selected by the operator using the menu. The four

signals are distinguished on the display screen using different

colours. The signa] information and its graphic curve is

displayed in the same colour. The trend curves are drawn using

the scan values of signals available at periodic intervals. The

rate at which the signals are picked up for trend drawing can

be equal to or more than the scan interval. Thus even though

the signal scanning frequency for the system is 1 sec. the

operator can select a slower rate of 99 scans for building up

the trend. A refresh frequency of 1 causes 9 minutes of data to

be displayed on the screen at a time, and of 2 displays 18

minutes of data and so on.

The curves are drawn with engineering values along

vertical axis and time along the horizontal axis (fig. 2). The

engineering range for drawing the curves can be selected by the

operator to be a subset of the total process range. This allows

magnification of the curves on vertical axis and enables the

operator to pinpoint minute variations in the signal. The trend

starts building up from the time it is invoked and the curves

are drawn with proper scaling starting from leftmost point on

the time axis. As the trend display progresses the curves

expand towards right. When the curves reach the rightmost

corner of the time axis, 50 % of the display is shifted to the

left and the trend is continued. The time tag attached with

each of the scan value is displayed on the right most bottom

corner. Apart from this at every minute boundary, a vertical
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line across the curves is drawn along with the time in hours

and minutes at the bottom of the line.

The curves of the four signals can be overlapping or

split as per the operator's choice.

3.1. Operator Interaction

It has been mentioned in an earlier chapter that trendy

display can be initiated from the main menu by selecting the

desired signals, their drawing range and the desired frequency

of refresh. It can also be initiated (with default parameters)

using the hot key pair Alt-Fl from within any operating domain.

In addition, the operator has several options available to him

to manipulate the display after it has been initiated. During

the period that the trend display is on, the computer system

accepts a handful of key operations to help the operator

perform such manipulations. The computer recognizes only Fl

through F5 and Esc keys of the computer keyboard while

displaying trend. The key names and their associated functions

are displayed in the help line at the bottom of the screen. It

also recognizes numeric keys, Return/Enter, and Backspace (BS

or <-) key in certain situations. The following paragraphs

describe the functions available to the operator.

Nxt Sig (Key Fl)

Selecting this function enables the operator to obtain

trend display of the next set of signals. Thus, if four signals

with S. Nos• 1,2,3, and 4 are being displayed pressing this key

leads to signals with S. Nos. 5,6,7, and 8 to be displayed. If

less than four signals are being displayed, say 2, pressing

this key leads to only two new signals (with S. Nos. ahead by

4) being displayed. The S. Nos. are wrapped around if the

number exceeds the total number of signals. The software

reinitialises the drawing ranges with the process ranges of the

new signals, recomputes scaling factors, clears the trend

drawing area, and commences drawing trend afresh.
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Prv Sig (Key F2)

Selecting this function results in an operation similar

to the Nxt Sig key except that it selects signals with S. Nos.

behind by four.

Restart (Key F3)

Selecting this function causes trend to be started afresh

with all parameters taken as earlier.

Resize / Abort (Key F4)

Selecting this function enables the operator to modify

the screen drawing range of the curves being displayed while

the trend is running. It prompts the operator to enter the

screen range for each of the signals in terms of percent of Y-

axis. When the ranges for all the signals being displayed are

entered, a vertical line at current X position is drawn in

yelloW color to indicate that the screen range is changed at

that point. The software then recomputes the scaling factors of

the signals with new screen ranges and continues drawing trend.

The operator can press the Resize key again (now mapped onto

Abort) any time during the entering of the data, to abort the

modi fication.

Split / Combn (Key F5)

Selecting this function provides a shortcut to the Resize

function, with fixed parameters. This function divides the

total Y-axis area into equal parts for the selected number of

signals; 25% each in case of four signals, 33% for three

signals, 50% for two signals and 100% for one signal. After

initialising the screen ranges as above the rest of the

operation is similar to as described for the Resize key. This

is a toggle function; pressing it a second time (now mapped

onto Combn) causes the graphs to combine and appear on the full
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screen. A vertical yellow line indicates the change in drawing

scale.

Exit (Key Esc)

This function aborts the trend display, clears the screen

and returns control to the main menu.

Numeric Keys

These keys are accepted only when the system is waiting

for the Resize drawing range number from the operator in

response to Resize function.

Return/Enter Key

This key is accepted only when the system is waiting for

the Resize drawing range number from the operator in response

to Resize function. Pressing this key marks the completion of

entry of the desired range.

Backspace/<- Key

This key is used to correct any wrong digits typed in in

response to the Resize function.

3.2. Software Structure

The s o f t w a r e fo r t r e n d d i s p l a y , d e v e l o p e d in ' C '

language, i s contained in a f i l e t r end . c .

3.2.1. Data Structures

The trend module interfaces with the menu module through

a data structure,
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struct trend_disp_par {

int signals[4] ;

float dr_range[4][2] ;

float scr_range[4][2] ;

int freq ; );

'int signals[4]' is an array of the 4 signals to be displayed.

This number is used as an index to address the array of signal

configuration structures which give other relevant information

about the signals.

'float dr_range[4][2]' is an array of Y-axis drawing ranges

(lower and higher) in engineering units for all the 4 signals.

Drawing range specifies the portion of the total process range

of the signal to be scaled along the Y-axis. The signal values

are scaled accordingly and then drawn as a curve.

'float scr_range[4][2]' is an array of screen range for the

signals in t?rms of percent of Y-axis (by default, the complete

Y-axis.) The screen range determines the number of Y-axis

pixels to be used for drawing a signal. An operator can specify

different screen range for each signal.

'int freq' is the refresh frequency in number of scans for

drawing trend. When the value is more than 1 the trend curve is

drawn by skipping readings.

3.2.2. Code Structure

The module is implemented using 4 routines.

The Trend routine is called by the menu when trend

drawing is invoked by the operator. This routine puts the

screen into graphic mode, displays system banner, draws Y-axis

with appropriate markings, displays signal details like name

and units etc. in the upper part of the drawing area, puts help

information, and then calls draw_trend which actually draws the

trend curves.
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The DrawTrend routine actually draws the trend .curves

for the selected signals. It converts the screen ranges of all

signals into corresponding pixel values and initialises the

scaling factors for each signal by dividing the difference of

screen range by the difference of process range. It waits for a

message from the data generator task to know if the new data

table is ready. It first checks if the current scan is to be

taken for drawing depending on the refresh frequency specified

by the operator. If so it increments the x-pixel count and

checks if the drawing area is exceeded. If it is, the routine

calls shift_scr to shift the entire drawing area to the left

by 50%. It picks up the new scan values, scales them, and

extends the curves by drawing a line from the previous point to

the current point. The scan time of the new table is also

displayed. If this was the first point to be drawn after

invoking trend, tht- scan time of the new table is also

displayed as the start time of the trend in the lower left

corner. The signal value is displayed in the upper right hand

corner. The routine then checks if any key is pressed at the

keyboard. If a key is pressed it takes proper action as

described above.

The Resize_prompt routine displays the prompt to the

operator when the screen resize operation is selected.

The Scr_shift routine shifts the trend drawing area. The

routine gets required amount of memory allocated, saves the

image of the screen area into this memory, puts the image onto

the new area on the screen, clears the old image, and frees the

memory.
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4. TABLE DISPLAY

The table display software displays the numeric values of

signals in engineering units organized in a tabular format. The

display indicates the signal number, signal description

(normally 48 characters long but limited to 28 characters when

limit values are being displayed simultaneously,) trend of

change (increasing or decreasing) and engineering units. The

display is refreshed at an interval selectable by the operator.

The table display allows an operator to view the numeric

value of a signal in engineering units on the screen, along

with one desired pair of setpoints and one scan trend

indication (fig. 3). These setpoints can be one out of the

three pairs of setpoints viz. Open Circuit-Short Circuit,

Irrational High-Irrational Low, and lastly any combination of

two of the four Very High-High-Low-Very Low. The trend is

indicated by an Up/Down arrow symbolizing increasitvg/decreasing

trend respectively. The refresh rate can be from a maximum of

once per each scan, to a minimum of once per 99 scans. During

the period the display is being refreshed the operator can

freeze the display at any moment by a single keystroke, and can

similarly also restart the refreshing at the previously

selected rate. The display also indicates the scan time at

which the values were acquired in the top right hand corner of

the screen.

Depending on the value of the signal and setpoints, the

status of the signal can be either normal (i.e. within a

desired range) or off-normal. The signals in alarms are put in

different colours, viz. green for signal in Normal state, blue

for signal below normal state, and red for signals above the

norma] state. The signals can be grouped according to their

originating systems, functions, or USI, etc. Each group can

accommodate a maximum of 22 signals. It is also possible to

select a particular table and then directly switchover to its

corresponding bar graph display or vice versa.
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Site — Name Digital Recording System

Signal
ID

signl_3
signl_7
signl_9
signl11
sign!13
signl15
3ignl17
signl19
s(gnl21
signl23
slgn!27
signl29
s!gnl31
signl35
signl37
signl39
signl41
signl43
signl45
signl47
signl49
slgnl51

2. Turbine System

Signal Description

3335-TK-2 gas Pressure
3335-P1 to P4 Discharge pressure
Differential Pressure between HL and CR Header
3311-H2 CR Header Pressure
3311-H2 CR Header Pressure
3311-H3 CL Header Pressure
3311-H3 CL Header Pressure
Differential Pressure between HR and CL Header
Calendria fine Level
3481 - T K - 3 Level
Gland supply filter Differential Pressure
3311-P1 Glond Injection Flow
3311—P1 sod seal cavity Pressure
S/D-3341-HX1-Inlet Temperature
S/D-3341-HX2-lnlet Temperature
3311-P4 II seal cavity Temperature
3311—P4 III seal cavity Temperature
3311-P1 II seal cavity Temperature
3311—P1 111 seal cavity Temperature
0SU-3311-TK-101 oil Temperature
3311-P1 III seal cavity Pressure
3311-P4 Gland Injection flow

1

Esc—Exit F1 — Nxt Group F2— Prv Group F3-Norm Lim

F6—New Group F7-Freez F8—Bars

Current
Value

f 40
• 2.3498
+ -103.45
t 102.03
4 34.65
t 102.0
t 80.43
t 220.2
t 99.09
t 80.34
+ 3.4567
t 10.298
t 20.782
t 3.203
* 224.23
* 45.08
* 45.00
* 83.64
t 83.23
* 55.66
* 12.00
+ 23.09

Apr18, 03:35:35

Scan time 03:35; 35

H
VL

L

VH
L

VH
N

VH
H

H
N
L

L
VL

H
N
N

H
H
N

L
H

F4-OC/SC Lim

Engg. Units

kg/sqcm
kg/sqcm
cm We

kg/sqcm

kg/sqcm
kg/sqcm
kg/sqcm
cm We
%
mmWc
kg/sqcm
Ipm

kg/sqcm

Deg. C
Deg. C
Deg. C
Deg. C
Deg. C

Deg. C
Deg. C
kg/sqcm
Ipm *

F5-IR Lim

Acquired 3: 35:35

FIG. 3 TABLE



4.1. Operator Interaction

It has been mentioned in an earlier chapter that the

table display can be initiated from the main menu, or by

striking the key pair ALT-F2 from any state in the system. In

the main menu, the operator can select the desired group of

signals, and the desired frequency of refresh. In addition, the

operator has considerable options avaiable to him to manipulate

the display after it has been initiated. These options are

selectable using single function key operations as indicated on

a local bottom line menu. The local menu permits the operator

to move to next/previous group of signals, display desired pair

of setpoints or full signal name description. During the period

that the table display is on, the software accepts only a few

keys, related to manouvering of table display. These keys are

Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, and Esc. In addition to these

keys numeric keys, Return/Enter, Backspace and left_arrow (<-)

keys are also accepted in certain situations. The following

paragraphs describe the functions available to the operator in

this mode of display.

Nxt Group (Key Fl)

Selecting this function enables the operator to demand

the next group of signals in tabular form. Thus if Nth table is

being displayed currently on the screen, pressing this key

removes the current table from the display area and displays

the (N+l)th table. Thereafter it refreshes the new table

periodically at a frequency chosen earlier by the operator. If

Nth table is the last group in the system, pressing this key

selects the first table of the system.

Prv Group (Key F2)

Selecting this function enables the operator to demand

the previous group of signals in tabular form. Thus if Nth

table is being displayed currently on the screen, pressing this
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key removes current table from the display area and displays

the (N-l)th table. Thereafter it refreshes the new table

periodically at a frequency chosen earlier by the operator. If

Nth table is the first group in the system, pressing this key

selects the last table of the system.

Norm Lim (Key F3)

OC/SC Lim (Key F4)

IR Lim (Key F5)

Sig Desc

The key assignment for F3 through F5 is interchangeable

with the initial assignment being as shown above. When any one

of these keys is pressed the extended description on the

screen will be overwritten by the corresponding limit value

pair, and the assignment of that key changes to Signal

Description. If the same key is pressed again the display will

revert back to its original state. However, if any of the other

two keys is pressed, the assigned function is accomplished and

then the key assigned the function which has just been

overwritten. The new help is then made available to the

operator. This new assignment will remain in effect even if

operator exits the table display, and again selects it from the

main menu after some time.

New Group / Abort (Key F6)

This key allows the operator to switch to any arbitrary

table, rather than just previous or next as in the first two

cases. It prompts the operator to enter the table number. When

a correct table number is entered, that table is displayed on

the screen. While the operator is entering the table number,

the help line at the bottom of the screen shows this key now

mapped onto Abort instead of New Group. While the operator is

entering the table number, if he presses any other valid

function key, that function is accomplished, and the current

operation of accepting the table number from the operator is

aborted.
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Freez / Refresh (Key F7)

This key allows the operator to stop the refreshing of

the displayed table. The current values are frozen i.e. not

updated, and the help line is modified assigning Refresh

function to this key. When the operator again presses this key

the refreshing commences again.

Bars (Key F8)

Selecting this function causes the display to switch from

table display to bar graph display. If table number N is being

displayed by the system, pressing this key causes the Nth bar

graph to be displayed. Pressing this key again causes the

display to revert to the Nth table.

Exit (Key Esc)

This function is used to stop the table display, clear

the display area and return to the main menu.

Return/Enter Key

This key is accepted only when the system is waiting for

a table number from the operator in response to New Group

function. Pressing this key marks the completion of entry of

the desired new group number.

Numeric Keys

These keys are accepted only when the system is waiting

for upto a 2 digit table number from the operator in response

to New Group function. Typing more than 2 digits causes a

'beep' to indicate to the operator that only a 2 digit number

can be accepted.
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Backspace/<- Key

This key is used to correct any wrong digits typed in in

response to the New Group function.

4.2. Software structure

The software for table display is contained in a file

table.c.

4.2.1. Data, Structures

The table module interfaces with the menu module through

a data structure,

struct table_par {

int sig_group ;

int freq ; };

'int sig_group' indicates the table which is to be displayed.

This number is used to index the array of signal groups to get

the signal numbers to be displayed.

'int freq' is the refresh frequency for table refreshing in

terms of number of scans (default value is 1 in which case

every scan value is displayed). An operator can choose a higher

value so that the table is refreshed by skipping certain

readings.

The table module stores current options of the operator in a

structure called table_data which consists of following,

struct tbl_var {

int cur_limit;

int lim_key[3];

struct help_window_entry help[10];

} tbl_data;

'int cur_limit' indicates which limit pair is to be displayed.
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' int lim_key[3]'is an array which holds the keys assignments

for keys F3 through F5.

'struct help_window_entry help[10]' is an array which contains

the help menu to be presented to the operator. When some key

functions are changed this array is also modified.

4.2,2. Code Structure

The module is implemented using 7 routines.

The Tables routine is called by the menu when table

option is invoked by the operator. This routine puts the screen

into graphic mode, displays system banner, draws table outline,

and puts appropriate column headings, it also puts up help

information on the screen, and then calls newtable which

actually fills in signal information in the table.

The routine then checks if any key is pressed at the key

board, if so, it takes appropriate action. It then waits for a

message from the data generator task, to indicate if the new

data table is ready. If the table is ready and the current

cycle requires refresh, this routine calls gen_alarm routine to

generate the alarm information, and then calls refresh routine

to display the signal values with alarm status.

The Newtable routine actually puts signal information in

the table from the selected signals group. It starts scanning

the signal group array, and prints information like signal

name, signal ID, engineering units, etc. for all the valid

signal numbers and also clears the remaining table area at the

bottom. This routine uses prstpt routine to print setpoint

information of each signal.

The Refresh routine receives group number information and

starts printing the current values for all the signals in that

group, in the appropriate column. It also prints the current
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time in the right top corner of the screen. It uses prcuval

routine to print current value of each signal.

The Gen_alarm routine checks all the signals current

values against its limit values, and updates an array of signal

status. It also checks current value with one scan old values,

so as to detect and indicate increasing / decreasing trend of

the signal.

The Prflt routine is passed a buffer pointer, and a

float. It converts the float to a 7 character string, with

maximum possible fraction part. It also removes leading and

trailing zeros.

The Prstpt routine is passed a buffer pointer, a float,

and a character indicating the limit ID. It gets the float

printed using the prflt routine and then attaches to that the

limit ID description.

The Prcuval routine is passed a float and a character

indicating the status of the signal. It gets the float printed

in a local buffer using the prflt routine, then it prepends to

this buffer an arrow indicating the trend of the signal, which

is indicated by the most significant bit of the status. It also

appends a signal alarm status information derived from the

status. This string is then printed in the appropriate column

and appropriate row indicated by a global variable row.
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5. BAR GRAPH DISPLAY

The bar graph display software displays the values of the

signals of a group in the form of bars with the length and the

colour of each bar representing the value and status of the

corresponding signal. The signal identities, their numerical

values and units, trend of change (increasing or decreasing)

and setpoints are also displayed along with the bar graph. The

bars are drawn horizontally rather than vertically to benefit

from the better horizontal resolution of the PC display

monitors. The bar graph display is refreshed periodically at a

frequency selectable by the operator.

Depending upon the value of a signal, the status of the

signal can be either normal (i.e. within desired limits), or

off-normal (i.e. outside desired limits but rational), or

irrational. The colour of a bar is drawn green, if the value of

the corresponding signal is normal and red if the value of the

corresponding signal is off-normal. The bar is drawn yellow if

the signal value is close to any off-normal limit. The bar is

drawn black (i.e. no bar is drawn in its corresponding area) if

the value of corresponding signal is irrational (short circuit,

open circuit etc.) Instead, the detected cause of irrationality

is indicated in red. •

Non refreshing text information viz. signal identifier,

units, process range is displayed in cyan colour whereas

refreshing text information i.e signal values and arrows

indicating the direction of growth of ri.gnals is displayed in

white colour. The trend is indicated by an Up/Down arrow

symbolizing increasing/decreasing trend respectively.

The bar graph display is organized such that it displays

22 signals together if all these signals are similar. If all

the 22 signals are not similar and the group contains more than

11 signals, the group is split in two parts named Part A and

Part B for the purpose of displaying as bar graphs.
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Figure 4 shows an outline of the bar graph of a group

consisting of similar signals i.e. all signals have the same

process ranges, setpoints and engineering units. Bars for all

signals are drawn adjoining each other. The process range and

signal units are indicated against the lowest bar. Two arrow

heads are drawn at the upper most bar to correspond to the two

setpoint values. Setpoint type i& also mentioned along with

arrow heads. Signal names are written on the left side and

numerical values of signal along with the direction of change

are written on the right hand side of the corresponding bar.

Figure 5 shows an outline of the bar graph of a group

consisting of dissimilar signals. In this case, the process

range, setpoints, and units are all different for each signal,

and are therefore written separately for each signal bar.

Signal identity is written on the left and numerical values and

arrows indicating direction of change are written on the right

hand side of corresponding bars. As mentioned earlier, if a

group of dissimilar signals consists of more than 11 signals,

it is split into two parts viz. A and B; part A displays the

first 11 signals and part B displays the last 11 signals.

5.1. Operator Interaction

It has been mentioned in an earlier chapter that bar

graph display can be initiated from the main menu by selecting

the desired group and the desired frequency of refresh. It can

also be initiated (with default parameters) using the hot key

pair Alt-F3 from within any operating domain. In addition, the

operator has several options available to him to manipulate

the display after it has been initiated. During the period that

the bar graph display is on, the computer system accepts a

handful of key operations to help the operator perform such

manipulations. The computer recognizes only Fl, F2, F3, F6, F8

and Esc keys of the computer key board while displaying bar

graph. The key names and their associated functions are

displayed in the help line at the bottom of the screen. It also
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recognizes numeric keys, Return/Enter, and Backspace (BS or <-)

key in certain situations. The following paragraphs describe

the functions available to the operator.

Nxt Group (Key Fl)

Selecting this function enables the operator to demand

the next group of bars. Thus if Nth bar graph is being

displayed currently on the screen, pressing this key removes

current bar graph from the display area and draws the outline

for the (N+l)th bar graph. Thereafter it refreshes the new bar

graph periodically at a frequency chosen earlier by the

operator. If Nth bar graph is the last group in the system,

pressing this key selects the first bar graph of the system.

Prv Group (Key F2)

Selecting this function enables the operator to demand

the previous group of bars. Thus if Nth bar graph is being

displayed currently, pressing this key leads to display (and

periodic refresh) of the (N-l)th bar graph. If Nth bar graph

is the first group in the system, pressing this key selects the

last bar graph of the system.

Part B / Part A (Key F3)

For groups with dissimilar signals more than 11 in

number, this alternate action function allows the operator to

select the 'other' half of the group. Thus for Nth bar graph

having two parts A and B (dissimilar signals), if part A is

currently being displayed on the screen, pressing this key

causes the bar graph display to switch to part B of the same

group, and vice versa. This key function is not valid during

other situations i.e. during display of similar signals, or

dissimilar signals with less than 12 signals in the group.

During such situations no corresponding operator prompt is

issued.
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New Group / Abort (Key F6)

This function is useful for the operator to select a new

group at random rather than in continuation of the present one.

On this key being pressed, the system prompts the operator to

feed in the number of the desired bar graph. At this stage if

the operator changes his mind he can either type the same key

again or can use the Exit function. The validity of the number

typed by the operator is checked after his pressing

Return/Enter key. If invalid, the computer 'beeps' and remains

ready to accept fresh operator input. The operator can correct

typing mistakes using Backspace key. Refreshing of the bar

graph currently under display on the screen continues while the

system is communicating with the operator.

Table (Key F8)

Selecting this function causes the display to switch from

bar graph display to table display. If bar graph number N is

being displayed by the system, pressing this key causes the Nth

table to be displayed. Pressing this key again causes the

display to revert to the Nth bar graph. If bar graph number N

with dissimilar signals is currently being displayed on the

screen with Part B visible, pressing this key will result in

display of table number N on the screen. If this key is pressed

again, part A of bar graph N will be displayed on the screen by

the system.

Exit (Key Esc)

This function is normally used to stop bar graph display,

clear the bar graph area and return control to the main menu.

However, if the system is waiting for a character input from

the operator after selecting New Group function, pressing this

key aborts the function.
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Numeric Keys

These keys are accepted only when the system is waiting

for upto a 2 digit bar graph number from the operator in

response to New Group function. Typing more than 2 digits

causes a 'beep' to indicate to the operator that only a 2 digit

number can be accepted.

Return/Enter Key

This key is accepted only when the system is waiting for

a bar graph number from the operator in response to New Group

function.. Pressing this key marks the completion of entry of

the desired new group number.

Backspace/<- Key

This key is used to correct any wrong digits typed in in

response to the New Group function.

5.2. Software Implementation

The software for bar graph display is contained in a file

named bar.c.

5.2.1. Data Structures

The bar graph module interfaces with the menu module

through a data structure,

struct bar_par { int sig_group;

int freq; };

'int sig_group' specifies the signal group to be drawn.

'int freq' specifies the frequency at which the bar graph

display is refreshed.
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5.2.2. Code Structure

The bar graph software module consists of 14 subroutines.

The module interfaces with the menu program through the

barchart routine. The routine calls mk_sptr_arro and cts

routines to make setpoint marker and copy the specifications of

the signals to be displayed from global to a local area. It

then enters in an endless loop and calls gen_alarm, refresh_bar

and serv_kb routines whenever required. It keeps time so that

it can call refresh_bar at a frequency specified by the

operator. gen_alarm generates alarm from the acquired data

which is used by refresh_bar routine. It is exited when the

operator presses ESC or F8 key.

refresh__bar routine can be called by any driving

routine/program at any desired frequency (every one second on a

12 MHz 8086/8087 AT). It in turn calls prepare_bar which draws

the static portion of the bar graph and prepares for subsequent

refreshes. prepare_bar in turn calls marksp routine to mark

setpoints on the bars representing the signals of the specified

group. In subsequent calls, refresh_bar calls draw_ir_bar if it

has to draw a bar whose corresponding value is irrational and

calls arrow routine for drawing trend indicating arrows besides

the numerical value of a signal.

serv_kb routine is invoked whenever the operator presses

any key on the system key board. It uses fnkey, askey and

update_help__window routines to provide help to the operator. It

calls fnkey routine whenever the operator presses any of the

function keys, and askey routine if the operator presses any

other key. fnkey and askey in turn call pnb routine if new bar

graph is to be drawn or an audio alarm is to be given in

response to an illegal key strike. serv_kb calls

update_help_window whenever the bar help window is to be

redrawn.
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6. HISTORY DISPLAY

The history display module provides a graphical

presentation of past changes in signal values recorded in a

data file on hard disk. The module displays a maximum of 4

signals at a time in 4 different colours. These signals can be

depicted with their drawing ranges overlapping completely or

partially; alternatively the ranges can be completely split

along the Y-axis for each signal. The module permits zooming of

these history curves along time axis as well as along the value

axes. It also provides vertical and horizontal cursors with

coarse and fine movement to display accurately signal values

and time and to identify range of variation of signal curves

respectively. The module also permits selecting additional

consecutive groups of input parameters without going back to

main menu. Finally, the history display package also allows a

hard copy of the display screen information to be directly

taken on a plotter without going back to the main menu.

For Disturbance Recording System, the history module

displays curves for three types of signals i.e. Normal,

Disturbance, and Fast. For Normal signals, the history curves

for one hour of data displayed with finest resolution (1 sec.)

occupy 7 windows. The Disturbance signal history curves are

shown for 5 minutes, viz. 2 minutes prior to the disturbance

and 3 minutes after the disturbance. The exact time of

disturbance is also identified and highlighted. The disturbance

history is displayed in 3 windows with finest resolution (200

msec). The history for Fast signals is shown for 5 seconds.

The fast signal history needs 2 windows with finest resolution

(5 msecs.).

Four different colours, light green, light red, light

magenta, and light blue are used for drawing the signal curves.

The signal names, units and engineering values are displayed

below the system banner line in colours matching the

corresponding curves. The axes, date and time of history, and
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the cursors are displayed in yellow color. The grid is shown in

light grey.

Figure 6 shows a typical history curve display. The

history date is shown below the bottom left corner of the

rectangle. The time corresponding to the vertical cursor

position is shown below the bottom right corner of the

rectangle. The starting, mid and end time of the existing

window is shown just below the X-axis. By default the complete

drawing area is used by all 4 signals. A function key permits

the drawing area to be equally divided among the selected

signals.

6.1. Operator Interaction

It has been mentioned in an earlier chapter that the

history display can be initiated from the main menu by a user

by selecting the signal type, signals, their drawing range,

starting date and time, and the number of windows. It can also

be initiated (with default parameters) using the hot key pair

Alt-F4 from within any operating domain.In addition, the

operator has several options available to him to manipulate the

history display after it has been initiated. During the time

the history curves are being displayed, the history module

responds to various keyboard inputs from operator thereby

allowing him to extract more details, change selected

parameters etc.. All the functions possible and the

corresponding keyboard keys are displayed in a help window at

the bottom of the screen. The software recognizes only these

keys (Fl through F10, control F10, Esc and cursor control keys)

during the period the history displays are on. The following

paragraphs describe the functions available to the operator.

Nxt / Prv Sig (Keys Fl / F2)

These two keys allow the operator to view history curves

of the next (Fl) or previous (F2) set of 4 signals in sequence

for the selected date and time w.lthout going back to history
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menu. As for Trend, the S. Nos. are wrapped around (ahead or

behind) if the number exceeds the total number of signals.

Nxt / Prv Win (Keys F3 / F4)

These two keys allow the operator to view the next (F3)

or previous (F4) time windows of history curves within the

duration of the data fetched from the hard disk. The selected

signal set and the starting date and time are not changed. In

order to have continuity between two successive time windows

the last 10% readings from previous windows are reused for

drawing the curve in current window. If the currently displayed

window is last window in the fetched data and the user asks for

next window, it will wrap around and the first window in the

fetched data will be displayed. Similarly if a user asks for

the previous%window when the first window is on display the

module will display the last window.

Split / Combn (Key F5)

By default the history module uses the full screen area

for drawing the four signal curves. The history module allows

the user to split the curves i.e. quarter screen area is

allotted for each signal curve thus restricting these to a

limited area along the Y axis and enabling better viewing of

the curves. In split mode separate X axis in corresponding

colour is drawn for each signal. The key used for this

operation acts as a toggle key.

Nxt / Prv Pat (Keys F6 / F7)

These two keys allow the operator to view history curves

of the next (F6) or previous (F7) one hour of data for the

existing set of selected signals. Thus the starting date and

time selected earlier in history menu will be incremented by 1

hour. If data is not available for the updated date and time,

the module prompts the user and returns control to the main

menu. This option is available only for the Normal signals.
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Plot (Key F8)

This function permits the user to take a hard copy of

history curves displayed on the screen on a plotter without

having to go back to the main menu.

Wins / Abort (Key F9)

This function allows the operator to change the

resolution along X axis. The user can change the number of

windows without going back to the main menu. The module

discards any wrong entries.

Y Zoom (Key F10)

This function allows the user to change the drawing range

for one or more selected signals. On this function being

selected the module prompts the operator with the message

"Enter Drawing Range for sig.no.[lo - hi]:".

The configured process range is also displayed. The module

accepts either the numerical values of low and high range from

the keyboard or the lower and higher positions marked with the

horizontal cursor. It then displays the curves redrawn with the

new ranges. If the values entered or cursor position marked by

the operator are wrong or do not lie within the configured

process range, the system indicates to the operator that the

values have to be reentered. Thus this option helps the user

magnify the curves along Y axis.

X Zoom (Key pair ~F10)

This option makes it possible to magnify the history

curves along the time axis to the finest possible resolution.

The operator can mark a region of interest in any history

window displayed, with the help of the vertical cursor and view

the marked region with the finest resolution. If the curves are

already displayed with finest possible resolution then the
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module prompts with a message "No further zooming possible",

and displays the curves according to the selected number of

windows.

Arrow keys, ~->. "<-, PgUp. PgDn keys

The full height vertical cursor by default is along Y

axis and the full width horizontal cursor is along X axis. The

cursors can be moved fine by 1 step or coarse by 30 steps in

either direction. Signal values corresponding to the cursor

position are displayed adjacent to the signal names below the

system banner. In addition, the corresponding time (as real

time of recording) is displayed at the bottom right corner of

the history window. Thus with vertical cursor the user can

determine the precise value of a signal and the time at which

it has occurred. The horizontal cursor can be used to zoom the

curves along Y axis.

Exit (Key Esc)

This function is used to stop the history display, clear

the display area and return to the main menu.

6.2. Software Implementation

The software for history display, developed *in C language

is contained on a file history.c.

6.2.1. Data Structures

The history module interfaces with the menu through a

structure called hist_disp_par.
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struct hist_disp_par {

int datimet 7];

long dtm;

int signal_type;

int signals[4] ;

float dr_range[4][2] ;

float scr_range[4][2] ;

int dir_entry;

int no_windows;

long windows ;

'int datime[7]' is array of starting date and time for which

history curves are to be displayed, 'long dtm' stores the start

date and time for history curves in milliseconds. It is used to

locate position of required data in data file on hard disc.

'int sigtype 1 decides the type of signal i.e. normal,

disturbance or fast for which history curves are to be

displayed, 'int signals[4]' is array of the 4 signals for which

history is to be displayed.

'float dr_range[4][2]' is the array of Y-axis range (in

engineering units) as a portion of the total process range of

the signal to be scaled across the total number of pixels

allocated for the signal, 'float scr_range[4][2] ' is the array

of screen range for the signals in terms of percent of Y-axis.

Screen range determines the number of pixels along Y-axis used

by the signal. Signal values outside the specified drawing

range are clamped appropriately, 'int dir_entry' is useful only

when the signal type selected is other than Normal signal type.

In the data file the different disturbances and fast records

are identified by entry number called as dir_entry. This

selects which disturbance or fast record is to be displayed,

'int no_windows' decides the number of windows(screens) in

which history curves are to be displayed. To display history

curves for 1 hour of data scanned at 1 second, 3600 points are

needed. On the EGA monitor 540 pixels are available for drawing
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the curves. With this 7 screens can display history curves for

3600 sec. By averaging certain number of readings it is

possible to change the number of windows, 'long Windows' stores

the window size in milliseconds to be used by the history

module to decide the averaging frequency .

6.2.2. Code Structure

The history routine puts the screen into graphic mode,

allocates memory for data buffers, cursors and initializes

help_window, various control variables and message structure to

disc manager task. It sends a message to disc manager task

requesting it to give required data from data file on hard

disc. Meanwhile it calls another routine draw_graph to display

signal curves. If the operator presses any key the routine

manipulates the display as described in operator interaction.

If any message is received from disc manager, it picks up the

data of selected signals and after engineering conversion

stores it in to the allocated data buffers for use by

draw_graph. If disc manager returns any error conditions,

history returns control to the menu with proper error codes.

When the complete data (max. 1 hour) is fetched from the data

file, it releases all the allocated buffers and exits.

The draw_graph routine actually draws the history curves

for the selected signals. It first converts the screen ranges

into corresponding pixel values and initialises the scaling

factors to be used for each signal. The number of pixels per

unit signal value is computed and kept in an array called

scal_coef. If the window to be displayed is a new window, it

displays system banner, draws Y-axis with appropriate markings,

displays signal details i.e. signal names, units, time along

X-axis and help information. It then draws the curves till the

'drawing_index' does not exceeds 'data_index' or 'x_count' does

not reach max. value (540). It determines the number of

readings to be averaged depending on the curve drawing

frequency and converts the averaged signal value to pixel

value, checks it against higher and lower drawing limits and
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then extends the curve from previous point to the current

point o

The Win_init routine initializes vertical and horizontal

cursors and cursor overlap buffers. The mov_vucr routine

controls the vertical cursor (fine or step) depending on the

key pressed by the operator. It displays the signal values and

time corresponding to the position of the cursor. The Mov_hcur

controls the horizontal cursor (fine or step) depending on the

key pressed by the operator. It displays the signal values

corresponding to the position of the cursor.

The disp_dat_tim displays date and time for the

currently displayed history window. The wn_chg_prompt displays

prompts when window change option is selected by the operator.

The chrng_prompt displays prompt when change drawing range

option is selected by the operator. The zoom_prompt displays

prompt when x_zoom option is selected by the operator.

The updat_hist_sig updates the hist_disp_par structure

either for next or previous set of 4 signals depending on

status of a flag passed to it. The updat_hist_tim updates the

hist_disp_par structure either for next or previous one hour of

data depending on status of a flag passed to it.
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7. CORE DISPLAY

Core display is organized as a matrix display to show a

requested parameter value for each channel in the core map. The

present implementation relevant for CTM (Channel temperature

monitoring system) provides values of one of the three channel

parameters at a time (Ref. 3). The parameters are Channel

outlet temperature (COT), Channel differential temperature

(DELT) and Channel power in KW (CHKW). Channel differential

temperatures are computed by comparing the COT of a channel

with the coolant inlet temperature of that channel. The coolant

inlet temperatures are computed using the BODT (Boiler

differential temperature) inputs read by the CTM system. The

power output of a channel (CHKW) is computed by computing

difference between enthalpy at the outlet of the channel and

enthalpy at the inlet of that channel. Design flow values are

used for the calculations of DELT and CHKW.

For 235MWe reactor, display of CTD (Channel temperature

deviation from zone mean temperature), is also provided. For

computing CTD, the zone mean temperatures (ZMT) are computed

first, using the acquired COT values, and then CTD is computed

by comparing the COT of a channel with ZMT of the corresponding

zone.

Zone demarcations etc. in the channel matrix are clearly

shown in the display of core. The use of colors to indicate

range of parameter values further enhances the utility of these

displays. Separate? identical CORE display modules have been

developed for the CTM systems for 235MWe and 500MWe reactors.

Display of core is refreshed once every scan. Channel

values for display are obtained from a data table, which is

updated every scan.

On all the displays of core, top line of the screen is

reserved for showing site name, system title, and the real time
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clock. The real time clock display gets updated every second.

The second line shows name of the parameter being displayed,

engineering unit for the parameter, and the time of scan from

which the values are taken for display. Two lines at the bottom

of the screen are used for showing help text guiding the

operator in use of keys for manipulating the display.

Core display package uses EGA HI GRAPHICS mode.

7.1. Core Display Formats

Core displays are of two types: Numerical display and

Chromatic profile display.

7.1.1. Numeric core display

In numerical display, the value of each channel is

printed on the screen in a suitable output format (fig. 7).

Values of COT, CTD and DELT are displayed in real number format

( i.e. with a decimal fraction) and CHKW is displayed in

integer format (without fraction).

Since the monitor screen cannot accommodate display of

full channel matrix in numeric form, only half of the matrix

(divided horizontally) is displayed at a time. The operator can

select the desired half to be displayed (left or right). He can

also scroll the display window horizontally, using arrow keys

on the keyboard, so as to get the desired channels in the

display window.

All channel values are written in white foreground color.

The channels in alarm condition are distinguished by their

colored background as against the black background for the

channels in normal condition. For example value of a channel in

COT HI Alarm is written in white letters with RED background

color. For channels in alarm condition of the type short/open

circuit and irrational, alarm condition indicators are

displayed ( -SC-,-0C-,-IR-) in place of the actual values. The
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background color again distinguishes these channels from the

normal channels.

7.1.2. Chromatic profile display

In chromatic profiles values of channels are represented

through colors (fig. 8). The display gives a clear picture of

the overall distribution of the parameter values over the

channel matrix showing hot spots, if any. The profile of the

full core matrix is displayed. Profile of each channel uses a

rectangle of 20 x 10 pixels, on the display screen. Different

colors represent various ranges of the channel parameter value.

The color legend is shown on the screen along with the core

matrix display.

In addition to the channel profiles, statistical

information is also shown on the screen. This includes the

highest parameter value and the channel having that value,

and the lowest parameter value and the channel having that

value. If COT is being shown, the COT average value is also

displayed.

Chromatic profile displays are of two types, Full and

Statistical. In Full chromatic profile display, profiles of all

channels in the matrix are shown, each channel value being

represented by appropriate color.

In the Statistical chromatic profile display, selected

parameter value for each channel i£ compared with a reference

value to check whether the channel value satisfies a condition.

Channels satisfying the condition, are displayed just as in the

Full chromatic profile display, explained earlier. Channels not

satisfying the condition are represented by blank squares of

same size. The display also shows numerically, number of

channels satisfying the condition. The condition for comparison

can be GT (greater than), or LT (less than).
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7.2. Operator Interaction

CORE display package needs minimal operator interaction

in its operation.

The numeric core display window can be scrolled

horizontally in both directions, left or right, using the arrow

keys <- and ->. The scrolling can be done, one column at a time

or more (maximum 9) by pressing a number key (1 to 9) before

pressing the arrow key. The display window is shifted by those

many columns, e.g. '2->' will scroll the display window by two

columns to the right. The display window will be scrolled, such

that the display shows minimum half of the core matrix ( 10

columns for 235MWe systems and 11 columns for 500MWe systems).

Scrolling beyond the rightmost or leftmost column is ignored.

The system remembers this setting for scrolling, so subsequent

scrolling commands issued by pressing just the arrow key, will

use the previous setting. Display can also be scrolled by

pressing 'H' letter key before the arrow key. In this case the

display window will be scrolled in the direction indicated by

the arrow, such that the rightmost or leftmost half (depending

on the arrow key) will be displayed.

No operator interaction is required for Chromatic profile

display of the core since full core matrix is displayed.

'Esc' key is used to exit from the core display.

7.3. Software Structure

The sof tware for co re d i s p l a y , deve loped in ' C '

language, i s contained in a f i l e core .c .

7.3.1. Data Structures

The core module interfaces with the menu module through a

data structure,
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struct core_disp_par {

int par ;

int format ;

int condition ;

float value ; };

'int par' is the parameter to be displayed (COT, DELT, CHKW,

CTD) and is used for reading the desired parameter values from

the data table.

'int format' shows type of the desired output formati i.e.

numeric or full or statistical chromatic profile.

'int condition', for statistical chromatic profile, gives

condition for comparison i.e. GT, LT or EQ. For numeric display

it provides the selected window option (left/right half,

previous window).

'float value' gives the value for comparison for the

statistical chromatic profile displays.

7.3.2. Code Structure

Core display software is structured into a lead routine

and three subroutines for each of the three display types,

Numeric core display, Full chromatic profile display and the

Statistical chromatic profile display.

The lead routine _core, is executed on entry and,

depending on the input specification, it executes the

appropriate subroutine to produce a display.

Each subroutine has two portions in its code; the first,

executed once only, draws the static part of the display. The

other draws and refreshes the dynamic part of the display.

The _numeric_display subroutine draws the numeric core

display. It uses the display window settings for drawing the
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desired portion of the core matrix. The routine returns valid

operator requests for manipulating the display, to the calling

_core routine, which calls the _numeric_display again after

adjusting the display window appropriately.

The _chromatic_profile routine draws the full chromatic

profile. The parameter setting in the input data structure is

used for accessing the parameter values from the data table.

Statistical chromatic profile is drawn by the

_statistical_chromatic__profile routine. The parameter setting

in the input data structure is used for accessing the parameter

values from the data table, and the condition and value are

used for comparing the channel parameter values.

All the core display routines use various static data

from its private data base for positioning channel values,

drawing zone demarcations etc. Dynamic data, i.e. parameter

values are picked from the global scan data table.
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8. HARDCOPY MODULE

The hardcopy module allows permanent records of

information otherwise stored only on the magnetic disc. The

module permits information to be obtained either as curves of

archival variation of data or as printout of numeric values of

trend or history of data.

8.1. History Plot

The History Plot module permits the user to take hard

copy of history curves of upto 4 signals at a time on an X-Y

plotter. The operator has to select the signals for history

plot, starting date and time, and signal ranges from history

plot menu.

For Disturbance Recording System, the history plot module

plots curves for three types of signals, i.e. Normal,

Disturbance and Fast. While plotting is going on the status of

the communication is also monitored and any error conditions

i.e. plotter buffer full, plotter not ready are prompted to the

operator•

The plotting time depends on variations in the signal to

be plotted. On an average it takes 5 to 6 minutes for complete

history plot of one hour of data for 4 signals.

The plotter used is Graphtec MP 3100. The plotter has

eight colour pens of which four pens are used for plotting the

signal curves. The rest of the pens are used for plotting other

information such as axes, signal values, date/time site details

etc. The plotter is connected to the PC on an RS 232 C serial

link at 9600 baud. The plotter operates in personal mode in

which it supports various commands like curve draw, draw X

axis, draw Y axis, set character size etc. All these commands

are used in the plot module. The plotter can address 4200

points along X axis and 2970 points along Y axis. Hence it is
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possible to plot curves for 3600 points (1 hour of data)

without windowing (used in history display module). The actual

curve plotting is done in a rectangle with bottom left

coordinates 250,250 and top right co ordinates 3850,250. The

remaining area is used for plotting signal names, their

engineering units, site name etc. Time is plotted along

divisions marked on X axis and drawing range in engineering

units along divisions marked on Y axis. Drawing ranges for 2

signals are plotted along Y axis on left side and for the

remaining 2 signals on the right side. Fig. 9 shows typical

hardcopy of history plot.

8.1.1 Data Structures

The history plot module interfaces with the menu through

a structure called hist_plot_par. The structure is similar to

that used for history display.

struct hist_plot_par {

int datime[7];

long dtm;

int signal_type;

int signals[4] ;

float dr_range[4][2] ;

float scr_range[4)[2] ;

int dir_entry;

int no_windows;

long windows ;

'int datime[7]' is array of starting date and time for which

history curves are to be plotted, 'long dtm' stores the start

date and time for history curves in milliseconds. It is used to

locate position of required data in data file on hard disc.

'int sig_type' decides the type of signal i.e. normal,

disturbance or fast for which history curves are to be plotted,

'int signals[4]' is array of the 4 signals for which history is
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to be plotted.

'float dr_range[4][2]' is the array of Y-axis range (in

engineering units) as a portion of the total process range of

the signal to be scaled across the total number of pixels

allocated for the signal, 'float scr_range[4][2]' is used for

history display only. ' int dir_entry' is useful only when the

signal type selected is other than Normal signal type. In the

data file the different disturbances and fast records are

identified by entry number called as dir_entry. This selects

which disturbance or fast record is to be displayed, 'int

no_windows' and 'long windows' are used for history display

only.

8.1.2 Code Structure

The history plot module contains the following seven

routines.

The hisplot routine reacts to a history plot message

either from menu or history display module by checking if the

plotter is ready. If it is not it prompts the operator with a

message "Plotter Not Ready (abort/continue)?" and waits for his

response. If it is ready it allocates data buffers for storing

history data of selected signals and initializes message

structure and sends request to disc manager. While the disc

manager task is busy serving the requests, this calls another

routine plot_axes to overlap drawing of axes with the disc

fetch. When all the required data is fetched, converted into

engineering units and stored in the data buffers, a routine

plot_ourves is called to actually plot the curves and signal

details. If the disc manager returns any error conditions in

disc file operations, it prompts the operator and plot is

aborted.

The plot_axes routine plots X axis and Y axis on both

sides. It plots time at each division marked along X axis and

also plots site name, system name, type of signal i.e. normal,
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disturbance or fast, date etc. at proper positions.

The plot_curves routine actually plots the curves for the

selected signals. It calculates the scaling coefficients to

convert the signal values into plotter co-ordinates. It sets

the plotter into relative draw mode and starts plotting the

curves. The program uses slope optimization technique to speed

up curve plotting. When curve for one signal is plotted, it

plots the drawing range for that signal along markings on Y

axis and then proceeds for plotting next curve.

The ch__to_plot routine puts the data to be sent to the

plotter in a circular buffer. If the buffer is full it waits,

otherwise it increments the input pointer to the circular

buffer and stores the data character at that location.

The plot_string routine sends a string of data characters

to the plotter. It calls ch_to_plot which puts the data string

in to the circular buffer.

The plot routine operates on the circular buffer. If data

is available in the circular buffer it sends the data to the

plotter via routine plot_ch, one character at a time. If

plot_ch returns plotter status as busy, it prompts the same to

the operator.

The plot_ch routine sends data characters to the plotter.

It checks the status of serial port; if status is ready it

sends the character and returns NULL to the galler otherwise it

increments the time out count. If the time out count reaches

time out value it returns busy status to the caller.

8.2 History/Trend Print

This module permits the user to take p r in t -ou t of

discrete history data or current data { trend ) for upto 10

signals at a time on the printer. The data is presented in a

well organised format on the printer (fig. 10).
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In Disturbance Recording System print module allows the

user to take history print out for all the three types of

signals. Trend print is possible only for normal signals.

For history print the operator has to select signal type,

upto ten signals, starting date and time, interval between two

consecutive readings to be printed, and duration of history

print in history print menu. For trend print the user has to

select upto ten signals trend frequency from trend print menu.

History print stops automatically when all the readings

are printed. Trend print continues till it is aborted by

reexecuting trend print .

While history/trend printing is on the status of the

parallel printer port is continuously monitored. Any error

conditions like Printer not ready, Printer off line, Printer

power off, Printer out of paper etc. are brought to the notice

of the User with relevant messages displayed on the monitor.

The printing format for history print and trend print is

the same. On the top line of each page real time is printed.

The system title is printed in bold print and double height on

the next line. It also identifies the site at which the

readings were recorded and the date and time to which they

pertain. On the next two lines the names of each signal and the

corresponding engineering units are printed as column titles.

The time of recording/scanning is printed in the first column.

The next 30 lines are used for printing the time of each

recording/scanning and the data for each selected signal in a

readable tabular format.

8.2.1 Data Structures

History/Trend Print module interfaces with the menu

through a structure called print_req. The details of the

structure are as follows,
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struct print_req {

char req_id;

int datime[7] ;

long dtm ;

int sig_type ;

int signals[10]

long interval ;

long duration ;

int dir_entry ;

int freq;

'char req_id' flag indicates whether the request from menu is

for history print or trend print.

'int datime[7]' is array of starting date and time from where

history readings are to be printed; it is not used for trend

print, 'long dtm' stores the start date and time for history

print in milliseconds. It is used to locate position of

required data in data file on hard disc; it is not used in

trend print.

'int sig_type' decides the type of signal i.e. normal,

disturbance or fast for which history curves are to be

displayed; it is not used in trend print.

'int signals[10]' is the array of the 10 signals for which

history/trend readings are to be printed. This number is used

as an index to address the array of signal configuration

structures which gives other relevant information about the

signals.

'long interval' stores the interval between two successive

readings to be printed; it is not used for trend print, 'long

duration' stores the duration of history print in seconds.

'int dir_entry' is useful only when the signal type selected is
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other than Normal. In the data file the different disturbances

and fast records are identified by entry number called as

dir_entry. This selects which disturbance or fast record is to

be displayed. It is not used in trend print.

'int freq' is the frequency for trend printing in terms of

number of scans.

8.2.2 Code Structure

The History/Trend print module contains the following

seven routines.

The his_trn print routine receives message from menu for

history print or trend print. If the request is for history

print it initializes message structure for disc manager. It

sends a read request to disc manager, gets one data table from

disc manager and prints the engineering values of selected

signals followed by a line feed. Before printing the values it

checks whether it is a new page. In that case it prints system

name, real time, site, date, and signal details at the top of

the page. It updates the message structure to DMAN and sends a

request to DMAN to read next data table. After printing 30 sets

of readings it sends form feed to the printer and sets new page

flag. If the request is for trend print it then waits for a

message from the data generator task. If the new data table is

ready it will receive a message within the specified 10 ms.

If so, it goes ahead. It first checks if the current scan is

to be taken for printing depending on the trend freq specified

by the operator. If this scan is not to be considered it skips

printing. To print the trend values it calls routine trn_prn.

After each scan print it increments the line count when it

exceeds 30 it sends a form feed to the printer. When trend

print is on the program always checks trend print flag.

Reexecution of trend print from menu resets this flag thereby

aborting trend print.

The trn prn routine picks data for the selected signals
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from the scan buffer and prints the engineering values.

The print_dtls routine is called after every form feed.

This routine prints real time at the top of the page, followed

by system name, site name, and date. Then it prints names and

engineering units of selected signal as column titles.

The Ch_to print routine puts the data to be sent to the

printer in a circular buffer. If the buffer is full it waits;

otherwise it increments the input pointer to the circular

buffer and stores the data character at that location.

The print_string routine sends a string of data

characters to the printer. This routine calls ch_to_print which

puts the data string into the circular buffer.

The print routine operates on the circular buffer. If

data is available in the circular buffer it sends the data to

the printer via routine send_ch, one character at a time. If

send_ch returns printer status as unavailable, it prompts the

same to the operator and waits for his response.

The send_ch routine sends data character to the printer,

after checking the status of the printer. In case of error it

returns the status to the caller routine. If status is ready it

sends the character and returns NULL to the caller. If the

character is initilization character it sends initilization

commands to the printer.
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